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You Likely Have Herpes and
You Almost Definitely
Don't Know It
Two-thirds of the world's population under
50 have contracted the herpes simplex virus
type 1 (HSV-1) that causes cold sores around
the mouth. An additional 417 million people
between the ages of 15 and 49 have the
second strain of the virus, HSV-2, which
causes painful, recurrent genital ulcers. The
WHO, the National Institutes of Health in the
United States, and various private companies
are working to develop a vaccine for the virus.

Read More on Vice News
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Did an Abused Monkey
Pick Your Coconut?
Monkeys are capable of harvesting several hundred more coconuts
a day than a human can; one monkey can pick from 300 to 1,000
coconuts per day. Monkeys are chained by the neck and trained to
pick only ripe coconuts and are then forced to do so, day in, day out
and all day long.
Read More on Huff Post
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To Achieve Global Health 'Convergence,'
an Evolving Role for Health Aid
Imagine a world in which children in Zambia, Bolivia and Laos
have the same chance to survive, grow and thrive as their peers in
Canada or Europe. Such a world sounds nice, to be sure, but
probably quite far out of reach. Yet according to the Lancet
Commission on Investing in Health, that “grand convergence”
between poor and rich countries is achievable within our lifetimes.
This is a remarkable and unique opportunity, one unprecedented
in human history.
Read More on Devex

'Globesity' Epidemic Alive in Canada
and the Overweight Aren't Getting
the Care They Need
Obesity is a skyrocketing problem worldwide, dubbed
“globesity” by WHO. In Canada, nearly 25 per cent of adults, or
approximately 6.3 million people, were considered obese in
2011-2012, almost 18 per cent more than in 2003…Doctors treat
obesity with the wagging of the finger. If this was how doctors
treat someone with a coronary artery blockage, it would be
unacceptable.
Read More on theprovince.com

As One-Child Policy Ends, New Book
Examines 'China's Most Radical
Experiment'
The Chinese government ended its one-child policy, allowing
married couples to have two children. More than three decades
earlier, the Communist Party had unveiled the policy in order to
control population growth. Harsh measures to limit family size
forced abortions, sterilization and fines and have led to a
population that is too old, too male and quite possibly, too few.
Read More on NBC News
Read also on Vice News
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CURRENTNEWS
New IPCC Chief Calls for Fresh Focus on
Climate Solutions, not Problems
In his first interview since taking charge of the UN
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Hoesung Lee
announced a major change in direction for the organisation’s
exhaustive science reports. The new leader of the world’s most
authoritative climate science body has declared it’s time
researchers shift away from tracking the impacts of climate change
- and focus instead on finding solutions.
Read More on The Guardian

California Crab Ban Reveals Troubled
Pacific Ocean
Persistent warm-water conditions along the U.S. West Coast have
contributed to the largest toxic algae bloom ever recorded. One
type of algae — Pseudo-nitzschia — has poisoned much of the food
web, and is drastically affecting marine ecosystems along the West
Coast. One sign of that is that sea lions suffering from seizures
caused by domoic acid have been washing up on California
beaches.
Read More on Aljazeera

Exxon Under Investigation by NY for
Historic Climate Denial
Exxon Mobil (NYSE:XOM) is one of the largest oil companies in the
world. It took in an estimated $394 billion in revenue last year,
and $4.94 billion in profits in the first quarter of 2015 alone.
Memos made public so far reveal that Exxon scientists had
reached serious conclusions about the harm its oil products could
do to impact climate change. The scientists also warned senior
Exxon executives that if society took this climate risk seriously, it
would be risky for the company's bottom line.
Read More on national observer.com
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To Help the Poor, Give Them Cash
Cash grants to the poor are as good as or better than many
traditional forms of aid when it comes to reducing poverty. Cash
grants are cheaper to administer and effective at giving recipients
what they want, rather than what experts think they need. World
Bank reported results from a study of grants of $50,000 on average
to entrepreneurs in Nigeria showed large positive impacts on
business creation, survival, profits, sales and employment,
including an increase of more than 20 percent in the likelihood of a
firm having more than ten employees.
Read More on Foreign Affairs

Will More World Bank Lending Equal
Less Poverty?
Two years into President Jim Yong Kim’s controversial reform
process, is the World Bank better or worse at fighting poverty?
Bank management is still feeling the effects of internal
turmoil and staff dissatisfaction after a $400 million cut in
operational expenses and a controversial reorganization. But
while these pieces of the reforms have claimed headlines, they
are not the only story that can be told about the new shape of
the world’s largest international financial institution.
Read More on Devex

New Indigenous Research Hub at
University of Saskatchewan Explores
Mental Health Issues
Researchers at the University of Saskatchewan have launched a
new initiative designed to explore mental health issues among
Canada’s Indigenous population. The First Peoples-First Person
Indigenous Hub will connect researchers, community
organizations and Indigenous peoples from across Canada
working to improve wellness, healing, mental health, and
addictions supports and services.
Read More on academica.ca
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WEEKLYBULLETIN
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“If you let me write an agreement that was the best, you know on
standards and all that, or you gave me the chance to set up systems that I
thought would change the living patterns of a billion people, I’d probably
take the latter."
Bill Clinton in Lima, Peru (November 16, 2015) speaking about what he hopes
to see from the upcoming COP21 conference in Paris
Read More on Devex

EVENTSTABLE
DATE

CONFERENCE

LOCATION

REGISTER

9th World Alliance For Risk Factor

Nov.
18-20
Nov.
25-27

Surveillance (WARFS) & The Americas

St. John's

Network for Chronic Disease Surveillance
(AMNET) Global Conference

Antigua

http://warfs15.squarespace.com

7th Canadian Science Policy Conference

Ottawa
Canada

http://www.sciencepolicy.ca/

Dec.
1

Planetary Health Film Series Vol. 1
“Fire in the Blood”

Toronto
Canada

https://www.eventbrite.ca/

Apr.
9-11

7th Annual Consortium of Universities for
Global Health Conference

San Francisco
USA

http://cugh.org/

Apr.
16-17

Global Health and Innovation Conference

New Haven
USA

https://maestro.
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Inequality - What to Do and Why
Atkinson begins his book with the observation that when respondents in the US and Europe were
questioned as to the “greatest danger in the world” concerns about inequality trump all other dangers.
Everyone is in favour of equality of opportunity, of course, but great inequalities of income and wealth tilt
the playing field. The evidence shows that big inequalities limit opportunities in the next generation. It puts
the BMW golf carts further out of reach for the children of the burger flippers. Atkinson does not simply
wring his hands at growing inequalities of income and wealth. He has solutions.
Read More on The Lancet
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World Antibiotics Awareness Week
The first World Antibiotic Awareness Week will be held from 16 to 22 November 2015. The campaign aims
to increase awareness of global antibiotic resistance and to encourage best practices among the general
public, health workers and policy makers to avoid the further emergence and spread of antibiotic
resistance.
Read More on WHO

November 19, 2015
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Climate, Health and Alberta’s Coal-Fired Power Plants
This report is a submission to the Alberta Climate Change Advisory Panel. It provides important evidence
supporting the accelerated phase-out of the province’s coal-fired electricity generation.
The report investigates the state of Alberta’s air quality. It highlights what the cumulative health impacts of
air pollution will be from 2015 to 2030, and Alberta’s coal-fired electricity sector’s contribution to this air
pollution. Between now and 2030, air pollution will be responsible for more than 4,500 premature deaths
and nearly 16,000 hospital admissions in Alberta. The health-care costs of treating those illnesses, along with
lost productivity due to illness-related absences from work, are projected to be more than $760 million.
Read More on cloudfront.net
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When to Pursue or Forget About a Ph.D.
Typical Ph.D. programs comprise one to two years of classes, followed by two to four years of research in
which you learn how to define a pressing problem and develop an original solution. You have the
opportunity to deeply pursue your academic discipline, work independently and persist in the face of
political, technical and institutional obstacles. You emerge with a strong work ethic, the confidence to
persist through challenging problems and extensive experience in integrating information, subjects and
disciplines.
Although an initial long-term commitment, Ph.D. graduates are well placed to embark on careers in
international development and social enterprise. But being academically talented, enjoying school and your
subject matter does not necessarily make you a good fit.

Explore the several reasons to pursue or forget about a Ph.D. on Devex

November 19, 2015
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WORLD
AIDS DAY
December 1st
2015

Planetary Health Commission’s Film Series Vol. 1

“FIRE IN THE BLOOD”
An award winning movie that tells the story of how Western pharmaceutical companies and governments
aggressively blocked access to low-cost AIDS drugs for the countries of Africa and the Global South
in the years after 1996 causing ten million or more unnecessary deaths.

Special Guest Speaker Dr. Jillian Kohler
Associate Professor in the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy, Munk School of Global Affairs & Dalla Lana
School of Public Health at University of Toronto. Director of WHO Collaborating Centre for
Governance, Transparency and Accountability in the Pharmaceutical Sector

When? December 1st @ 5:30 p.m.
Where? Oakham Lounge, SCC, 55 Gould Street
FREE light supper will be also provided!

To get your FREE tickets: phcfilmfestival.eventbrite.ca
planetaryhealthweekly

planetaryhealthweekly@gmail.com

Returning to Tamale, capital of Northern Region, Ghana, from a bit distant village after a wonderful day of
witnessing 'singing and dancing' for health and feeling 'fire in our blood' by gaining hope and inspiration .
December 7, 2014
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